PROSPERITY OF HAZRAT-I-A'LA
Khadija Begam.    IJazrat-i-Ala whose history from the birth
till his 14th  year had  been related,  found   his  happy union
with   Khadija   Begam   like the   conjunction of   a star   with
another star.    The bright candle of her title Nawwab Begam
shed lustre on the whole family.    The   Bountiful   Giver who
had    bestowed    all  manner   of   distinctions   on   our  master
(Hazrat-i-Ala)   and   vouchsafed   to   him glorious   authority
among   the amirs of   high   rank and  the   order   of   nobles,
favoured him also   with many children.    Eighteen   sons  and
twenty-one daughters were born   to him.    All  these attained
the age of understanding  and   were prosperous in the garden
of   time.    Since the splendour of    the birth of some of the
sons and daughters   by his wives other than Nawwab Begam
had not appeared at the time of writing this book, the author
has given only   the number   of children then living.    But in
obedience   to a subsequent order of the Nawwab in the year
1208 A. H. the  names of the children born later and  certain
other events   are related in their proper places.    In short, the
Lord of   creation arranged the constellation of stars   for the
purpose of  regulating  the affairs  of   this  world.    Of  these
children possessing abundant generosity the  Lord of creation
arranged  that  five sous and  five   daughters be  born of one
mother, i.e., Nawwab Begam.    They were  like the ten sense
organs which impart knowledge to humanity.
The eldest of these was Ghulam Husayn. The reason for
naming him so was as follows: For a long time no child
was born to the Nawwab Begam. On account of this the
mirror of the mind of Hazrat-i-Ala was dimmed with sorrow.
One day on the seventh of the holy month of Muharram in
the year 1160 A.H. Sayyid AH Khan, the senior maternal
uncle of the Nawwab Begam, appeared before the 'dshur-
khana where usually the ta'ziyai was kept, and with
(1)  Ta'ziya—A model of the tomb of Hasan and I-Tusayn, (sons of 'All,
the fourth caliph of Islam) carried in procession at the Muharram.
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